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SHALE
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LATTE
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CONCRETE

PEWTER

COAL

EBONY

ACIER

DIABLO

AZURE

ACACIA

computer science corporation, melbourne

LICHEN

IRIS

ESPRESSO

VALENCIA

Sadlerstone can even customise a colour for special projects. Adding to this, all of our colours can be paired with a granite,
marble, quartz, or bluestone aggregate creating a seemingly endless choice of options for your project.

calibre, sydney

sadlerstone.com

worldsales@sadlerstone.com

Concrete by SADLERSTONE /

Products /

With an unwavering passion and commitment to concrete, Sadlerstone is at the forefront of the

To maintain simplicity and fluidity in design, Sadlerstone offers a contemporary range of floor and

transition of concrete from its industrial roots to an elegant and functional finish for the architectural

wall tiles, pavers, countertops, and accessories to suit any application. All products are available

and design community. With more than 25 years experience, Sadlerstone continues to be recognised

in Sadlerstone’s full range of colours and surface finishes to provide designers with endless

for its innovate, custom-manufactured, premium-quality concrete architectural finishes.

inspiration to create a dynamic visual experience.

the look / chic / “a natural and earthy warmth that is contemporary, pleasantly tactile and feels good underfoot.”
Contemporary colours, tonal variation, varying tile shapes, depth, warmth, subtle translusence, natural low sheen.

the uses / unique / “The ability to maintain character from inside to outside.” Smooth textured and terrazzo finishes,
used inside and out, accessories, cladding, custom made sizes and colours, eco friendly, installation ease.

the precision / engineered / “State-of-the-art equipment, consistent quality, guaranteed.”
Dimensional accuracy, durable, strong and colourfast, meeting industry standards.

Eco Couture
As an innovative Australian manufacturer, Sadlerstone recognises the need to create a range of products that are not only
cutting edge, unique and functional, but also embody the philosophy of our global environmental goals.

Tiles & Paver Tiles
A unique, stylish appearance with unequalled presentation using our eco-engineered technology platform to
produce a hard, yet tactile surface, that entices users with a clear, flush floor that maintains an uninterrupted
plane, providing a sense of beyond. Available through custom manufacture in the full Sadlerstone colour palette,
range of finishes and array of fully-rectified size formats up to 1200x1200mm (48x48”).

Colour Palette
Earthy and muted, Sadlerstone’s integrally coloured palette and natural aggregate selection allows for a multitude
of design possibilities. A light to dark colour spectrum with cool to warm tones.

Process
Sadlerstone aspires to the Quality Assurance principles of ISO 9001 and the Environmental Management
principles of ISO14001 and has attempted to provide a closed-loop manufacturing process wherein we are committed to
continual improvement and the prevention of pollution.
Material
Composed of carefully-selected materials, Sadlerstone is naturally cured at ambient temperatures to provide a
durable, low maintenance material.
Eco-friendly
Low energy, recyclable and natural, Sadlerstone has been recognised by Ecospecifier.org, Australia’s leading
organisation for architectural product testing and evaluation for its environmental flooring products.
Durability and Low Maintenance
Two-to-three times the normal structural grade of concrete, Sadlerstone is engineered to a level that provides exceptional
strength and wear capabilities. All Sadlerstone floors, countertops and accessories continue to gain strength over time.

ecoSTONETOPS

sadlerstone.com

STRENGTH

CONCRETE CURING CYCLE OVER TIME

Pencil Round - 95

worldsales@sadlerstone.com

Precision

Ideal for Outdoor
Sadlerstone’s textured and sawn finishes create an urban aesthetic when used for interiors and are perfectly
suitable for external applications. They are non-slip, colourfast, UV stable, versatile, twice the strength of traditional
concrete pavers with unrivaled precision.

edge

Pencil Round - 105

edge

Chamfer

Finishes
As all products are produced in smooth, textured, terrazzo, and new FLEKK finishes, it is
possible to produce a seamless transition between inside and outside, with just a change in
surface texture.

banner estrella, arizona

Eco-friendly

Sizes

Half bull-nose

terrazzo

Colourfast

Tonal Variation
Like natural stone, each piece of Sadlerstone is unique. Subtle tonal variations add movement and richness to the
surface offering new life to the space.

Polished Concrete Overlays
An engineered system; thin (10mm), monolithic, large panel sizes, fully bonded, super strength
(90MPa+) system that can be laid like other flooring choices at the end of the project. It is
architectural rather than just decorative, predictable and reliable.

textured

Seamless

Surface Translucense
The absorption and reflection of light in a Sadlerstone Surface is unique. Natural and artificial light enhance the silky,
tactile, minimalist, reflective surface in a different, but exceptional way.

Sadlerstone offers countertops to complete the design aesthetic. Sadlerstone countertops
come in a full range of colours in sizes up to 2.4m x 1.2m. Ideal for countertops, vanities and
backsplashes.

smooth

armaini, singapore

Non-Slip

Full bull-nose

Edge Profiles

World of Projects
Designers around the world have recognised the one-of-a-kind look Sadlerstone provides. Our impressive list of clients
include: Chanel, Armani, Hugo Boss, TUMI, Dallas Cowboys, Kate Spade, Calvin Klein, David Jones and many more.
Creativity & Innovation
Sadlerstone invites architects, industry professional and designers to create their vision in concrete. Chic, Unique and
Engineered, Sadlerstone complementary concrete products work together and turn ideas into reality.

flekk

sydney rail, australia

martin + osa, u.s.a.

probuild, melbourne

